Presentation of examples of practice in the host country
THE CHALLENGES OF THE RECENT PAST

- The legal environment
- Social expectations
- The development of a knowledge based perspective
- The promotion of enterprise
- Integration
- Regional expectations
- The BOLOGNA-process
The main goals of the Bologna Declaration:

- The issuing of degrees and diplomas of comparative value
- Two-cycle higher education training schemes
- The development of a credit system promoting mobility
- Quality culture
THE STRUCTURE OF THE TRAINING PROGRAMS

Undivided training programs

- 6 semesters
  180 credits
  Doctoral PROGRAM (PhD)

- 3-4 semesters
  90-120 credits
  MA TRAINING (Master)

- 6-8 semesters
  180-240 credits
  Undergraduate BA programs (Bachelor)

Labour market

Special post-secondary programs
The definition of the concept of electronic learning environments:

1. distributed resources
2. not alternative to traditional LE
3. electronic ICT
4. virtual dimension
5. digital dimension
6. communication channels
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